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November 12, 2020
Lindsay Ayers, MCIP RPP
Community Planner
Planning Services
Town of Collingwood
55 Ste. Marie Street,
Unit 302
Collingwood, ON
L9Y 3Z5

planning consultants
approvals facilitators
development managers

G

VIA EMAIL ONLY
Dear Ms. Ayers,

RE:

Georgian Bay Hotel
OPA/ZBA File No. D084318
Wyldewood Creek SPA File No. D11119
Our File No. 2.276 and 2.279

Please accept this as our summary response to comments received by various agencies
throughout 2018, 2019 and 2020 on the above reference applications. Along with this letter will
be responses in matrix formats along with additional detail and plans from C F Crozier and
Associates and together form a supplemental planning submission. Please note that the Crozier
materials will be under separate cover.
We understand that although the site plan approval application (SPA) was submitted
independently (by a different proponent/applicant) from the applications for amendments to the
Official Plan (OPA) and Zoning By-law (ZBA), the land use relationships and timing were more
or less reviewed in concert by various commenting agencies.
The original intent was not to base the OPA and ZBA on a particular site plan, but to primarily
update and establish land use permissions for a low-rise apartment type residential
development on vacant land owned by Georgian Bay Hotel. Nonetheless, largely as a result of
further reviews with the NVCA on the matter of constraints, we have arrived at a revised site
plan approach. We understand this approach will be acceptable to the NVCA. This revised
approach has informed minor modifications to the OPA and ZBA which are attached.
We will be following up separately on the SPA (file D11119) with a second submission.
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A. UPDATE and REVISIONS SUMMARY

The following summary augments a more detailed response to the October 2019 Planning Staff
Comments and provided in Appendix ‘A’, attached.
1. Existing Easements: All existing easements have been identified and are provided with
this submission.
2. SCC 50 issues: several issues were raised and have been addressed through further
engineering and infrastructure investigations. Concerns over capacity of existing roads,
sewer and water have been addressed and are noted as part of the submission herein.
3. Golf Course Easements: Service easements are required to connect to Cranberry Trail
to the south, across Cranberry Golf hole No. 11. Agreement with Mr. Law has been
reached.
4. Construction Access: An agreement with Georgian Bay Hotel has been reached.
5. Golf Spray Analysis: A thorough Golf Spray Analysis report was prepared by David
Moote in October based on his field work and related observations this summer along
with his extensive, multi-year experience in the planning and design of this golf course.
The conclusion is the need to slightly modify Hole 10. This has been agreed to by Mr.
Hirsh.
6. NVCA and PSW and drainage matters: Have been the subject of several months work
and review between NVCA Staff and Croziers resulting in an agreed to approach and is
reflected in the revised Site Plan.
7. Simcoe County Staff: Had commented on the Official Plan Amendment wording and
reference to Schedules. The submitted OPA (and the revised, attached) reflect
accepted formats used previously. If the Town wants a revised formatting for the OPA
we can adjust according to Town Planning Staff comment.
8. Emergency Access: Access through GBH lands has been reviewed and resolved with
the Fire Department.

With regards to the revised site plan approach we have the following summary:
1. PSW Boundary adjustment and a 10m buffer are revised to retain PSW boundary
and provide a variable enhanced buffer that is predominantly 20m and
acceptable to NVCA.
2. Revised building setback from central engineered channel from 1.5m to 6m and
acceptable to the NVCA.
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3. Revised amenity facility location to centre of the proposed development along
with associated re-distribution of residential buildings and parking areas.
4. The unit count is reduced from 168 to 165 with a calculated Official Plan density
of 74.6upha.
5. Reduced development area for density calculation purposes – from 2.3ha to
2.1ha
The revised OPA and ZBA focus on refined EP boundaries with text and mapping attached
under Appendix ‘B’. In addition, the OPA includes an additional policy stipulating a maximum
density of 75 upha. The ZBA includes additional provisions stipulating a maximum number of
dwelling units at 165.
As a result of the Public Meeting process, we are aware of only two public comments – one of
those received on behalf of SCC #50. Those comments concerned adequacy of existing
infrastructure and the location of the proposed emergency vehicle connection (Trafalgar Road to
Hwy 26). Despite the fact that this initial proposed location was acceptable to the Fire
Department and benefited both SCC #50 and GBH, an alternate acceptable location was found.
As a result of the alternate emergency route and subsequent investigations into infrastructure
capacity, it is submitted that all practical and substantive questions/issues raised by SCC #50
have been reasonably addressed.
A macro issues response matrix along with a more detailed comments matrix are attached.

B. BACKGROUND
The proponent for the Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment is the Georgian
Bay Hotel Owner and such applications cover the entire property. The proponent for the Site
Plan Approval application is Brandy Lane Homes and relates to the southerly portion of the
subject lands only. Brandy Lane Homes submitted for Site Plan Approval after the applications
of Georgian Bay Hotel were deemed complete.
The purpose of the Official Plan Amendment and the Zoning By-law Amendment is to recognize
the historical and existing land uses on the subject lands and establish that residential land uses
on the southern sector are a logical alternative to tourist commercial uses that are currently
permitted. Through various preconsultations with Planning Staff, and the formal preconsultation
process (2018), it was made clear that any application concerning the revision to permitted land
uses in the southerly sector must also address land uses in the north hotel sector as well as the
center condominium sector. These preconsultations determined the nature and extent of the
preparation and submission of the OPA/ZBA applications.
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The formal preconsultation was held in February 2018 followed by OPA/ZBA application
submissions in July 2018. Notice of Complete Application was dated September 14, 2018. The
public meeting concerning the OPA and ZBA was held February 11, 2019. A site plan concept
(and Site Plan Application) was not identified as a process submissions requirement by any
agency or department through the formal OPA/ZBA preconsultation process.
The application for site plan approval on the south sector was submitted in February 2019. In
October 2019 a site meeting was held at Georgian Bay Hotel with NVCA Staff, Town Staff and
the applicants and the applicants consulting team in order to focus discussion on environmental
constraints and site plan matters.
Most agency comments on the three applications were received October 2018 through to
February 2019.
Regarding the north hotel sector, Planning Staff wanted confirmation of the uses, setbacks and
parking matters in order to bring to record an up to date accounting of these items. The subject
OPA and ZBA addresses the existing hotel use.
Regarding the central sector, Planning Staff confirmed that prior to about 2010 the
condominiums were zoned and developed as residential. However, with the new
comprehensive Zoning By-law and the new Official Plan, the central sector lands were
redesignated and rezoned to resort commercial uses. Notwithstanding the change, the existing
condominiums were and have been used for both “residential” and “short term” accommodation
purposes. The purpose of the OPA and ZBA was to recognize this historical “hybrid”
neighbourhood.
Regarding the south sector, the Owner seeks residential uses similar in form to Wyldewood and
Wyldewood Cove. Wyldewood was the envisaged model as it represented an entry to midmarket product with a proven track record of appealing to both recreation and permanent
resident oriented purchasers as well as market acceptance.

C. PLANNING DEPARTMENT COMMENTS (October 4, 2019)
Planning Staff comments addressed both OPA/ZBA and site plan level matters. Appendix ‘A’,
attached, provides a detailed response. In summary, the response clarifies the submission
policy basis and maintains that the subject OPA/ZBA application conforms to the intent of the
Official Plan in terms of location and land use. The response also proposes to differentiate
comments as relating to either the OPA/ZBA application and the site plan application. As noted
previously, on the matter of the site plan application, a second submission will be filed
addressing detailed comments received to date. We reiterate that the site plan revisions have
informed this supplemental planning submission.
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D. CONCLUDING COMMENT
The subject applications have been in the making since 2018. The initial applications were
scoped as a result of preconsultations with the Town. Further to agency comments, certain
aspects of the original submissions were revised. The revisions were primarily driven by
updated environmental constraints and a re-orientation and distribution of buildings at the site
plan level. Public comments have been limited and include a written submission on behalf of the
adjacent SCC #50. Our team is confident that we have addressed and have resolved questions
and issues raised to a point where there is merit in considering the OPA/ZBA and moving
forward to a point for application consideration by Council.
We look forward to Staff’s consideration of this supplemental submission addressing the
OPA/ZBA applications and offer that should additional clarification be required we will undertake
to respond as soon as practicable.

Yours truly,

Travis & Associates
Colin Travis MCIP RPP

Cc:

Peter Levoy, Georgian Bay Hotel
David Hirsch, Wyldewood Creek
Mike Hensel, Crozier & Assoc
Rebecca Alexander, Crozier & Assoc

Att:

GBH OPA Map PDF rev Oct20
GBH ZBA Map PDF rev Oct20
GBH Easement Table PDF
GBH Macro Issues Matrix (via Croziers)
GBH Comments Response Matrix (via Croziers)
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APPENDIX ‘A’
Response to Planning Comments

Number 1:
This comment requests additional Official Plan policy review.

Re: Official Plan policy 4.3.2.1.2 b), and 4.3.2.12:
1. The subject proposal lies within an existing neighbourhood on vacant lands that have
been designated and zoned for various types of urban land use development for
decades. Schedule ‘F’ to the Official Plan provides a clear direction on the distribution
and make up of the Town’s Urban Structure. The subject lands lie within an area noted
as “Inside Built Boundary”. This recognition and purpose contrasts to other lands noted
in Schedule ‘F’ as “Inside Built Boundary – Not Designated/Unavailable”, “Green Fields –
Lands for Urban Uses” or “Green Fields – Lands Not for Urban Uses”.
Schedule ‘F’ provides a preferred sequence supporting a hierarchy of development
opportunities based on such matters as “transportation servicing, community
infrastructure and other amenities” (S.4.3.1.1).
Our opinion is that the development policy principle for lands with “proximity to and
adequacy of community infrastructure, services and facilities” has a context recognized
in Schedule ‘F’ and the location of the subject lands is in the first hierarchy established in
Schedule ‘F’. In the context of Schedule ‘F’ and its purpose, the subject lands are
recognized to be in proximity to adequate infrastructure and community facilities. This is
an OPA/ZBA level consideration.
2. Development of the subject lands represents an infill situation. “Community”
infrastructure, services and facilities are generally taken to include municipal facilities
and related services. As such, the subject lands have about the equivalent proximity to
such services as existing neighbourhoods to the west, north and south . Such proximal
services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hospital
Schools
Library
Shopping districts
Personal Services such as Banks
Other Personal Services – medical, therapy, etc
Public Parks
Fire Protection
Police Services
Garbage and Recycling
Access to arts, events, and festival programmes
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Therefore, we conclude that the subject lands are not isolated in terms of proximity and
access to community services.
3. The subject lands are situated approximately 500m south of the Collingwood Crosstown
transit route (along Highway 26, returning from Cranberry Trail leg). With reference to
the published Regional Transit Riders Guide (January 2019), the subject lands have
similar proximity to transit routes as many existing residential developments within the
Built Boundary. In municipal service route context the subject lands are reasonably
considered to be serviced.
4. The subject site plan application proposes to provide an important link in the community
trail system along the south property line. Such a link would be a key component in
connecting major municipal open space areas to the east with existing trail systems to
the west and south. This potential is consistent with and supports the direction and
location anticipated in Official Plan Schedule ‘D1’, “Collingwood Trails System”. This is a
site plan level consideration.
We are aware that the Town has succeeded in establishing trail linkages on lands
through The Cranberry Golf Course. The community trails network is continually evolving
and expanding. As noted, the subject lands provide the ability to add a link within the
overall trails network.
5. Active transportation seeks to enable alternatives to private automobile use. One
component is community trails and is addressed above. Another component is provision
of bicycle facilities which are provided for with each building and as shown on the site
plan. A third is proximity to public transit and that is also addressed above. A fourth is
provision of internal pedestrian sidewalks that would enable connections within the site
to allow opportunity to the community trail linkages noted above and, allow for
pedestrian movement within the site to on-site amenities. This is a site plan level
consideration.
6. The lands are designated for development and can be serviced by municipal water and
sewer. The lands fall within Municipal Service Area 1 (of 4) as delineated in Official Plan
Schedule ‘E’. The purpose of Schedule ‘E’ is to “assist in the orderly and efficient
extension of municipal services …” (Section 3.5.3). Related to Schedule ‘E’ are Official
Plan Development Staging Policies (Section 3.3), Municipal Services policies (Section
3.5.2 and 3.6). The orderly growth pattern envisaged relates to priority service areas
(area 1 vs 4 for example) along with a preference for infill and a direction to prevent
“leapfrogging and scattered” development. In the context of the Official Plan and its
direction concerning development staging and servicing, the subject lands are located
within a priority area. This is an OPA level consideration.
7. Regarding policy 4.3.2.1.2 d) and the “ability to accommodate an outdoor amenity area”
we note that the site plan shows that the subject lands can provide for an outdoor
amenity area in a central location and at a suitable scale as demonstrated with the Site
Plan. The subject applications conform to the Official Plan policy direction in that they
have the ability to provide an outdoor amenity area. This is an OPA level comment.
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A pedestrian oriented amenity space is provided at each building which is 16-20 m2 in
size consisting of an ornamental bench resting/viewing area combined with a bicycle
rack, ornamental garbage receptacle and landscaped area. This same feature
configuration was also provided in both existing local Wyldewood projects. This is a site
plan level consideration.
Regarding Official Plan policy 4.3.2.12 we refer to 2,3,4,5 and 6 above. In addition, and
relating to the OPA and ZBA applications, PJR Section 7.5, page 23 states that although
a specific Residential Impact Study was not required as part of the OPA/ZBA submission
the intent of Section 4.3.2.12 is met as referenced in the PJR policy discussion. This is
an OPA level consideration.

Number 2:
Re: Location
1. In the planning policy and land use designation context. The Growth Plan identifies
Collingwood as a Primary Settlement Area (Schedule 8) with the subject lands lying
within the “Built Up Area” (Schedule 4). The Growth Plan describes a “Delineated Built
Boundary” as the limits “of the developed area as defined by the Minister in consultation
with affected municipalities for purposes of measuring the minimum intensification target
in this Plan”.
The subject lands are situated inside the existing identified “Built Boundary” per
Schedule ‘F’ to the Official Plan and are designated for development in Schedule ‘A’,
both aspects being consistent with the Growth Plan. The subject lands situated and
recognized as being within the existing built boundary of the community per the Official
Plan.
2. In the community context. The subject lands represent an “infill” opportunity as existing
residential neighbourhoods lie immediately to the north and north-east as well as in
proximity to the south and south-west. The subject lands are situated closer to schools,
shopping and essential day to day services than several existing neighbourhoods, for
example, Cranberry Trail/Green Briar Drive neighbourhood, the Conservation Way
neighbourhood, the Forrest neighbourhood, Slalom Gate and Laurel Boulevard
neighbourhoods. The subject lands are relatively close to transit routes. Also, as noted
previously, development of the subject lands will enable an essential connecting link in
the town’s trail system.
3. Regarding the potential for increased dependency on auto-accessible community
services we note that in the context of major community services (such as arenas,
swimming pools, major active sports fields, shopping, services, hospital) is relatively
minor if expressed as a ratio of the population generated from the additional residential
units as compared to the existing population. In addition, there is the context of trail and
transit potential.

4. There remains significant additional development potential in the Town as well as
additions and improvements to community services. Overlaid on the notion of autoaccessible community services is the impact of significant population/travel demands
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during extended winter and summer tourist seasons. Related to dependency on off-site
community facilities is the fact that development will be subject to full Development
Charges payments. The principle being that monies so collected by the Town are based
on charge schedules arrived at by determining costs of new development and the people
generated by new development on a wide range of community infrastructure and
services. The location and size of said facilities are generally factored in through the
required and extensive Development Charges Background Study.
Having said that, it is likely that a substantial proportion of the dwelling units will not be
occupied full time yet nonetheless will be contributing at “full time” property taxation
rates.
5. Finally, relating to the increased dependency on community services there is another
consideration particular to the subject applications. There will be a services agreement
between the existing Georgian Bay Hotel and the purchasers of the dwellings to the
effect that Owners will have access to hotel amenities. While this may be a minor
consideration in terms of impacts and demands on related municipal services, it does
point to a benefit to the location of the proposed development. Combined with points 3,
4 and 5 above, the impact of the subject application is more likely to be negligible on
Town recreational services (as an example).

Number 3:
This comment concerns the amount of outdoor amenity space in the proposed site plan relative
to the number of units. The total number of units in the site plan is 165 and the proposed
outdoor amenity space is 782sqm.
The proponent for the site plan application has built two similar projects in the Town. The unit
type, building form and architectural style are similar. The differences primarily lie in the site
configurations: the subject proposal site is simply rectangular and lends to a more efficient
layout, whereas the previous two examples had irregular shaped sites. Nonetheless, the
outdoor pool and amenity area is similar in scale with a design based on operational
observations that are telling the developer the scale of facility and programming works.
At the Wyldewood project several years of operational experience inform that the amount of
recreational space is suitable, appropriate, and desired. Wyldewood is at 172 units and
provides a 607sqm outdoor/pool amenity facility. This translates to an amenity area to unit ratio
of 3.52sqm/unit. The subject Wyldewood Creek proposal would provide a 782sqm amenity/pool
area for an amenity ratio of 4.74sqm/unit, over 34% more space per unit. Given the operational
observations of the same product, by the same developer in the same community and, that
there is no substantive evidence provided to the contrary, the proposed amenity provisions are
sufficient.
With reference to the Urban Design Manual (UDM) Section 6K reference and the guideline that
each building provide 16m2 of “human scaled” pedestrian oriented outdoor space we refer to
the attached site plan. Areas identified in cross hatched red provide 20sqm of direct outdoor
amenity space that provide amenities referenced in the UDM – that is, benches, bike racks and
green areas at the prime entrance to each building. In fact, these features are similar in nature
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to the examples provided in Section 6. These same features are provided for in the existing built
form examples.
Comment Number 3 is addressed at the site plan level.

Number 4:
This comment concerns potential pedestrian and vehicular safety associated with a drawing
showing a fire pit amenity within the southerly turning circle. These features have been deleted.
In addition, pedestrian and vehicular safety were not raised by the proponents traffic engineers,
architect, landscape architect or planner. Experience with similar existing residential form and
use does not raise this as an issue.
Comment Number 4 is addressed at the site plan level.

Number 5:
This is a comment on access to additional off-site public amenity space. In addition to on-site
open space provisions the public amenity open space opportunities in the are in the form of the
community trail network. As noted previously, the proposed site plan will enable provision of an
east west trail connecting link along the south boarder. This provides the Town with the potential
to extend it’s Cranberry Marsh trail system.
This is a site plan level implementation consideration.

Number 6:
This comment reinforces that the Zoning By-law standard of 40% open space must be met. We
are able to confirm that the site can achieve the 40% open space ratio as identified in the
attached site plan as 41% of the developable area is “Landscape/open space”. If the PSW and
associated buffer area are included, the open space component of the site plan proposal is
about 57%.
There is a question as to whether mitigating measures are required if the amount of open space
cannot be met or if such open space is not utilitarian. As noted, the open space provided as a
ratio of developable land exceeds the zoning By-law test. In addition, on site amenity space per
unit exceeds what has proven to be sufficient in practice. Furthermore, there is the unusual site
context expressed by an abutting golf course and a major public open space/environmental
feature flanking the entire east boundary. The site context considerations account for the
significant adjacent open space features that surround the site on three sides. In fact, one of the
key attractive attributes of the site is that it is surrounded by open space, a characteristic that in
and of itself assists in considering housing form and density. This is both a site plan level and
OPA/ZBA level consideration.
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Number 7:
Points raised in this comment are based on the initial site plan submission that proposed the onsite recreational amenity to be located at the south end of the site. The updated site plan that is
revised to account for planning comments along with design considerations resulting from the
NVCA comments proposes a recreational amenity facility in the middle of the development site
and adjacent to the PSW/Buffer lands. This provides a larger amenity focus area in the center of
the proposed development. This provision reference has the context found in UDM 6.K 3 and 4
and is considered appropriately addressed.
This is a site plan level implementation consideration.

Number 8:
This comment introduces questions over trails shown on the site plan, potential for pedestrians
to trespass across the golf course, that the Owner contact Cranberry Golf Course to determine if
a trail connection over the Golf Course is possible and, if there is an overall impact of any
pedestrian connection to Cranberry Trail.
The original intent identified through previous meetings with Staff was to facilitate an east-west
trail connection after the Town had acquired the EP lands to the east (Pretty River Academy). In
Staff Reports to Council addressing the acquisition of the EP lands, plan sketches showing
public trails within the PSW were included. Since that time, the EP lands have been acquired.
The proposed site plan has been modified to assist in an east west connection through the
southern edge of the subject lands.
Discussions have also been had with Mr. Law, the Owner of Cranberry Golf Course, for
connections across golf course lands. As noted previously, we are aware that the Director of
Parks and Recreation for the town has also met with Mr. Law to discuss connections. Our key
point is the proposed site plan does not preclude and in fact enables connections to the golf
course and town open space areas to the east and south. We note that the Towns Master
Trails Plan in the Official Plan clearly shows the Cranberry Trail area as a main component of
the Towns system and note that the subject application would not impact such a major facility,
but in fact support it.
This is a site plan level implementation consideration that can be addressed.
With regards to concern over the impact of the subject application resulting in trespass over golf
course lands to Cranberry Trail (a collector status road to be built and conveyed to the Town)
we offer two points. The first is that Cranberry Trail is designated in the Official Plan as a
“collector” (Schedule ‘D’) and as such is intended to carry local traffic to higher order arterial
roads or, distribute traffic to local roads (Official Plan; Section 5.3.3.2). We suggest that having
a “collector” road status generally means the road would have more robust design and capacity
standards than a local road. Pending confirmation from our Traffic Engineer, it appears
reasonable at this juncture to suggest that the addition of potential pedestrian traffic from the
subject lands, across an accepted trail connection over the golf course lands, would have
limited impact on Cranberry Trail.
Regarding the issue of trespass, the Cranberry Golf Course is a facility having significant
residential development surrounding it. It was a planned recreational community having it’s
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origin dating to the 1980’s. There are several examples of similar land use in the immediate
area: Monterra Golf, Georgian Bay Golf Club, Lora Bay Golf Club and Blue Mountain Golf and
Country Club. Such notion or land use principle of development was deemed acceptable
decades ago and trespass during play is not at issue. Any issue over trespass concern would
rightfully be raised by Mr. Law. He has not expressed any such during several conversations
with him.
On the other hand, golfer trespass onto adjacent residential land may also be raised. However,
considering the amount of golf play in area courses this has not been identified as an issue.

Number 9:
This comment refers to UDM guideline 6.J and refers to the size of the proposed recreational
amenity open area. This is discussed under 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 above. The 782sqm recreation
block has sufficient size and configuration to provide for a combined active recreational amenity
with surrounding and associated “open areas”. As to adequacy of what is being provided, we
have provided a statistical relationship description justifying “adequacy” in our response to
Comment Number 3, above.
We note that the UDM guideline referenced includes “visual” access as a component.

Number 10:
There was a question over density as raised in the Site Plan Application cover letter. The cover
letter was summarizing the general similarity in built form and pattern between the subject site
plan application and Wyldewood and Wyldewood Cove. The subject site plan is proposing a
housing form (building style, form and massing) that is more or less the same as the existing
developments cited. We respectfully position that a direct and specific comparison of resulting
densities is not entirely accurate as the subject lands are uniformly oblong in shape. This
results in a more efficient layout and utility of the same built elements. Efficiency of built form at
the site plan level and efficient land use patterns at the community level are key tenets of
planning policy.
For clarity, comparing similar Wyldewood projects as referenced in the cover letter was for
purposes of relating the built form. A direct comparison on a density basis for subjective
analytical purposes is inappropriate as each site has specific unique characteristics including
but not limited to:
a. Site configuration/shape differences
b. Location and type of “landscape” and “open space” provisions. For example,
Wyldewood configuration resulted in a significant open space triangle area in
the south-west not accessible to the majority of residents. Wyldewood Cove
site configuration and development resulted in significant ditching around the
perimeter and, the central area was remnant as a result of logical building
and driveway configurations.
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c. The proposed Site Plan, utilizes the essential same built form, the same
parking supply system, the same landscape approach and is simply more
efficient as it is rectangular.
d. When applying zoning by-law regulatory allowances such as parking, building
coverage and landscape areas and housing form, the proposed site plan is
simply more efficient.
e. The proposed development will result in lowrise apartment type dwellings
resulting in a density that falls about mid-point with the Official Plan high
density range of 55 to 120 upha.
The revised site plan will result in a developable area of 2.21ha after subtracting the PSW and
related buffer area from the gross land area of 2.56ha. The revised site plan has reduced the
number of units to 165. The resulting density is 74.6 units per ha. The Official Plan has a “High
Density” residential land use category that provides a density range stipulating a minimum
density of 55 upha and a maximum density of 120 upha. The proposal lies within the lower end
of the spectrum.
Attached is an updated Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-Amendment reflecting the
above responses as well as updated environmental and engineering submissions provided
herein.

Number 11:
Emergency routes have been addressed through plans and correspondence with the Fire
Department. Earlier proposals acceptable to the Fire Department remained a concern for SCC
50 (Whisper Woods on Trafalgar Road). As a result, alternate access routes were investigated
with a final route utilizing Georgian Bay Hotel lands agreed to with the Fire Department.
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APPENDIX ‘B’
Updated Official Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment

DRAFT OFFICIAL PLAN AMENDMENT
AMENDMENT No. _______

TO THE OFFICIAL PLAN OF THE
TOWN OF COLLINGWOOD

PART 1-PREMABLE
1.1 TITLE
This Amendment, when approved by the County of Simcoe, shall be known as Amendment NO. ____ to
the Official Plan of the Town of Collingwood.

1.2 COMPONENTS
This amendment consists of the text and schedules.

1.3 PURPOSE OF THE AMENDMENT
The purpose of this Amendment to the Official Plan of the Town of Collingwood is to modify Schedule “A”
Land Use Plan, Schedule “B” Environmental Protection and, Schedule “C” Residential Density Plan of the
Official Plan of the Town of Collingwood in order to recognize existing uses and enable a high density
residential on vacant serviced lands at a maximum density.
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1.4 LOCATION
The subject lands are located at 10 Vacation Inn Drive on the south side of Highway 26, and being further
described as Part Lots 47 and 48, Concession 11 Town of Collingwood, County of Simcoe.

1.5 BASIS OF THE AMENDMENT
Council has considered an application which seeks to further refine existing policies affecting existing
hotel and residential development on the subject lands in addition to introducing a new high density
residential land use designation on an adjacent vacant parcel. The proposal also further defines
Environmental Protection boundaries. The subject lands are fully serviced and are situated within the
existing built boundary of the Town of Collingwood. The proposal maintains an objective of the Official
Plan to provide services and facilities to the travelling public by retaining the hotel uses. The proposal
maintains the intent of the Official Plan to provide for short term accommodations by continuing
permissions for such accommodations. The proposal maintains and promotes general Official Plan
policies seeking housing forms catering to market segments seeking more affordable housing options.
The proposal assists the Town in meeting Growth Plan and Simcoe County Official Plan intensification
targets.

PART 2 THE AMENDMENT
2.1 PREAMBLE
All of this part of the document entitled Part 2 The Amendment, consisting of the following text,
constitutes Amendment No. ___ to the Official Plan of the Town of Collingwood.

2.2 DETAILS OF THE ACTUAL AMENDMENT
Schedule “A”, Land Use Plan is hereby amended by re-designating a portion of the subject lands from
“Resort Commercial” to “Residential” and “Environmental Protection” to “Resort Commercial”.

Schedule “B”, Environmental Protection, is hereby amended by re-designating a portion of the subject
lands from “Environmental Protection” to “Resort Commercial”.
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Schedule “C” Residential Density Plan of the Official Plan of the Town of Collingwood is hereby amended
by re-designating a portion of the subject lands from “Resort Commercial” to “High Density Residential”
and incorporating the following text into the body of Schedule “C”:

“*NOTE: Special Residential Density X-X
Notwithstanding the permitted maximum density and use provisions under High Density, the maximum
density shall be 75 units per ha.”

2.3 IMPLEMENTATION
This Amendment No. ___ to the Official Plan of the Town of Collingwood will be implemented by an
amendment to Zoning By-Law 2010-040, as amended, of the Town of Collingwood.

2.4 INTERPRETATION
The provisions of the Official Plan of the Town of Collingwood, as amended for time to time, regarding
the interpretation of that Plan, shall apply in regards to this Amendment.
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BY-LAW No. 2020 - XX
OF THE
CORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF COLLINGWOOD

a

7cx
r

IU

u

COLLINGWOOD

BEING A BY-LAW UNDER THE PROVISION OF SECTION 34 OF THE PLANNING
ACT, R.S.O. 1990, C. P.13, AS AMENDED
WHEREAS Section 34 of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.13, as amended, permits a Council to pass a by-law
prohibiting the use of land, buildings or structures within a defined area or areas;
AND WHEREAS Collingwood Zoning By-law No. 2010-040 is the governing By-law of the Corporation of the Town
of Collingwood and such was finally passed by the Council of the Town of Collingwood on April 12 th, 2010;
AND WHEREAS the Council of the Corporation of the Town of Collingwood has deemed it advisable to amend
Collingwood Zoning By-law No. 2010-040, and thus implement the Official Plan of the Town of Collingwood;
AND WHEREAS Council deems that adequate public notice of the public meeting was provided and adequate
information regarding this Amendment was presented at the public meeting held MONTH XX, 2018, and that a further
public meeting is not considered necessary in order to proceed with this Amendment;
NOW THEREFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE CORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF COLLINGWOOD
ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:
1.

THAT Schedule “A” of Collingwood Zoning By-law No. 2010-040, as amended, is hereby further amended
as it pertains to lands shown more particularly on Schedule ‘A’ affixed hereto and forming part of this bylaw, by rezoning said lands from the RESORT COMMERCIAL EXCEPTION 4 (C3-4) ZONE to the
RESORT COMMERCIAL EXCEPTION X (C3-X) ZONE, the RESORT COMMERCIAL EXCEPTION 4
(C3-4) ZONE to the RESIDENTIAL FOURTH DENSITY EXCEPTION X (R4-X) ZONE and the
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (EP) ZONE TO THE RESIDENTIAL FOURTH DENSITY X (R4X) ZONE.

2.

THAT Section 6.5 titled Residential Exception Zones of the Collingwood Zoning By-law No. 2010-040, as
amended, is hereby amended in part by adding RESIDENTIAL FOURTH DENSITY EXCEPTION XX as
follows;
“RESIDENTIAL FOURTH DENSITY EXCEPTION XX R4-XX ZONE
The maximum number of dwelling units shall not exceed 165.

3.

THAT Section 7.5 titled Commercial Exception Zones of the Collingwood Zoning By-law No. 2010-040,
as amended, is hereby amended in part by adding a new paragraph to RESORT COMMERCIAL
EXCEPTION 4 (C3-4) ZONE to read as follows;
Notwithstanding provisions of Section 7.3.1.1, the minimum side yard setback for Building 1 shall be 0 (zero)
metres.
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4.

THAT Section 7.5 titled Commercial Exception Zones of the Collingwood Zoning By-law No. 2010-040,
as amended, is hereby amended in part by adding RESORT COMMERCIAL EXCEPTION X (C3-X) ZONE
to read as follows;
Residential dwelling units shall also be permitted.

5.

THAT Section 7.5 titled Commercial Exception Zones of the Collingwood Zoning By-law No. 2010-040,
as amended, is hereby amended in part by adding RESORT COMMERCIAL EXCEPTION (C3-X) ZONE
to read as follows;
These lands shall only be used for ancillary uses to the Hotel.
A 10m wide landscaped buffer strip shall be provided along yards abutting an EP Zone.
A 3m wide landscaped strip shall be provided along the side yard abutting the R3 Zone.

3.

THAT Collingwood Zoning By-law No. 2010-040 is hereby amended to give effect to the foregoing, but that
Collingwood Zoning By-law 2010-040 shall in all other respects remain in full force and effect.

4.

THAT this By-law shall come into force and effect on the date it is enacted and passed by the
Council of the Corporation of the Town of Collingwood, subject to notice hereof being circulated
in accordance with the provisions of the Planning Act and Ontario Regulation 545/06, and if
required as a result of such circulation the obtaining of the approval of the Local Planning Appeal
Tribunal.

ENACTED AND PASSED this XX day of MONTH 2020.
_________________
MAYOR

_________________
CLERK
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